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DATE LAST NAME FIRST NAME METHOD SURVEY # MASTER PLAN TOPIC SPECIFIC LOCATION SENTIMENT COMMENT SUMMARY

THEME                                                                             

(see Theme Summary for staff response and 

document changes)

THEME ID 

7/29/2016

Central Area 

Neighborhood 

Development 

Organization

meeting notes playgrounds Central suggestion
playground/jungle gym with tire swings and rope swings and net 

climbing

Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/29/2016

Central Area 

Neighborhood 

Development 

Organization

meeting notes aquatics Central suggestion
wading pool should be zero-depth entry with deep end, and have 

slide or other features

Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/7/2016 T. Matt survey 45 parking Pearl suggestion
If the park is busy enough to require another lot, make parking as 

unobtrusive as possible to Portland neighbors (trees around lot)

Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/11/2016 Forsline Paul survey 50 other facilities Central suggestion
skatepark could direct rainwater runoff to urban agriculture area 

as form of irrigation

Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/11/2016 Forsline Paul survey 52 other facilities Morris suggestion
skatepark design should include water management features and 

other multi-use features such as community stages

Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/13/2016 Mueller Karrie survey 62 skatepark Morris suggestion
Improve lighting around skatepark and views so skaters feel the 

sense of being surveyed

Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/15/2016 Nadine survey 77 paths Brackett suggestion
Make the new walking path pedestrian only so people don't have 

to worry about bikers speeding by.

Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/17/2016 Fritzen Nick survey 83 courts Morris suggestion Fence around basketball court so balls don't go into the street
Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/18/2016 Haege Frank survey 92 playground Matthews suggestion
The playground equipment should be larger, like Hiawatha School 

Park since it's used so often.

Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/18/2016 Bradford John survey 93 play Pearl suggestion

Additional green space near play structures that is shaded would 

be helpful because it's currently very hot with all the hardscapes 

and lack of shade.  Would even recommend building shade 

structures (awnings, covered benches, cantilevered roof 

extension) because of the serious lack of shade. 

Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

7/26/2016 Mitchell Ann survey 159 other facilities Solomon suggestion Suggestion of a separate playing area for small dogs in Solomon
Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

8/1/2016 Teder Karin survey 194 parking Pearl suggestion allow more spaces to allow for more green space
Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

8/2/2016 Julie survey 213 other facilities Pearl suggestion make surface drainage natural for workout area
Suggestion and/or concern about detailed 

design of facilities
00-506

6/8/2016 Redmond Sue e-mail maintenance Corcoran concern
concerns about lack of trash collection, lawn mowing injuring 

trees, lack of watering of new trees

Suggestion and/or concern about operations 

and maintenance of facilities
00-507

7/14/2016 Holloway Gentry survey 75 fields South Service Area concern
The inner city playing fields are in much worse condition than the 

suburban playing fields.

Suggestion and/or concern about operations 

and maintenance of facilities
00-507

7/17/2016 Fritzen Nick survey 83 general general concern all the weeds in the parks
Suggestion and/or concern about operations 

and maintenance of facilities
00-507

8/1/2016 Bonnie survey 205 courts Pearl concern Better maintenance of tennis courts
Suggestion and/or concern about operations 

and maintenance of facilities
00-507

8/1/2016 Toms Zachary survey: printed Currie suggestion urban agriculture area should be free to access
Suggestion and/or concern about operations 

and maintenance of facilities
00-507

8/1/2016 Toms Zachary survey: printed Currie suggestion make this a safe place
Suggestion and/or concern about operations 

and maintenance of facilities
00-507
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7/29/2016

Central Area 

Neighborhood 

Development 

Organization

meeting notes other facilities Central suggestion better lighting needed
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

6/28/2016
Midtown Phillips 

meeting attendee
meeting notes other facilities Stewart suggestion would like to see bike racks returned to park

Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

6/20/2016 Bird Martha survey 8 other facilities Corcoran suggestion keep a general purpose fenced in area 
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

6/21/2016 Sandra survey 10 other facilities Longfellow suggestion more seating for those who may need a backrest
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

7/16/2016 Isaacs Abram survey 80 site furnishings Brackett concern Wants to make sure pull-up bar and parallel bars stay in the park
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

7/16/2016 Betzner Anne survey 82 site furnishings Pearl suggestion Add more benches and seating areas, preferably in the shade
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

7/18/2016 Bradford John survey 93 site furnishings Pearl suggestion
More picnic tables near playground. One table is not enough 

because it's usually always full. 

Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

7/31/2016 Trammell John survey 179 parking Pearl suggestion
Additional lights or marked walkways would help the additional 

parking idea

Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

7/31/2016 Martin survey 189 other facilities Pearl suggestion Add light fixtures in the existing parking lot
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

6/28/2016 Mohamed Abdulkadir survey: printed other facilities South Service Area suggestion add benches for people to sit and more drinking fountains
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

8/1/2016 Ilhaan survey: printed Currie suggestion wants to see trash cans noted on the plan
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

8/1/2016 Farah Nadirah Habiib survey: printed Currie suggestion more chairs and open space
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

8/1/2016 Toms Zachary survey: printed Currie suggestion restroom building should have drinking fountain
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

8/1/2016 Toms Zachary survey: printed Currie suggestion outdoor gathering should have safety information postes
Suggestion for furnishings and amenities in 

various parks
00-512

7/19/2016 Kreuziger Colin survey 112 winter South Service Area suggestion
Create as many hockey/skating rinks as possible. Especially 

because rec league hockey seems to be on the rise again.
Suggestion for more hockey rinks 00-513

6/21/2016 Russ Henry survey 15 landscape South Service Area suggestion begin transition towards organic parks Suggestion for organic park maintenance 00-514

7/29/2016
Southeast Soccer 

Board of Directors
e-mail fields general suggestion

suggestion to partner with MPRB on potential upgrades to soccer 

fields
Suggestion for partnership opportunity 00-515

7/31/2016
Minneapolis United 

Soccer Club
letter fields general suggestion

offer to partner with MPRB to fund indoor dome facility, 

suggested at Nieman or Parade
Suggestion for partnership opportunity 00-515

7/7/2016 T. Matt survey 45 fields South Service Area suggestion
soccer use is accomodated already, maybe add areas for up and 

coming sports like ultimate frisbee, lacrosse, and rugby

Suggestion to include larger multi-use field 

space for non-soccer sports in south service 

area

00-516

7/18/2016 Driscoll Amy survey 95 fields South Service Area suggestion

Would like multi use fields to be for sports like Australian 

Football, lacrosse, cricket, and ultimate frisbee.  All of which 

require large spaces unbroken by lights, bleachers, sand, or 

barriers. 

Suggestion to include larger multi-use field 

space for non-soccer sports in south service 

area

00-516
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7/29/2016

Central Area 

Neighborhood 

Development 

Organization

meeting notes other facilities Central suggestion

desire for walking, running, biking track or circuit around park, 

because of importance of track and field to this historically black 

community's culture, and as safe place to walk and for kids to 

learn to ride bikes.

Central: Suggestion to add running track 05-203

7/29/2016

Central Area 

Neighborhood 

Development 

Organization

meeting notes courts Central support strong support for basketball court Central: Support for basketball court 05-401

7/29/2016

Central Area 

Neighborhood 

Development 

Organization

meeting notes fields Central support strong support for expanded soccer field Central: Support for expanded multi-use field 05-402

7/25/2016 Debra survey 153 playgrounds Central support Support for separated plagrounds in Central Central: Support for separated playgrounds 05-403

7/11/2016 Forsline Paul survey 50 other facilities Central support support for skatepark in this community Central: Support for skatepark 05-404

7/29/2016

Central Area 

Neighborhood 

Development 

Organization

meeting notes building Central suggestion better bathrooms and changing areas
Central: Suggestion for improved 

restroom/changing building
05-501

6/28/2016 Blumenfeld Mike survey 27 fields Corcoran opposition
CAC decision to remove baseball diamond is a disaster and spits 

in the face of equity. Baseball is down but not out

Corcoran: Opposition to removal of multi-use 

diamond
06-201

6/8/2016 Redmond Sue e-mail parking Corcoran opposition

Disagrees with removal of parking lot, because it was recently 

refinished and removal would be a waste of taxpayer money, also 

because it removes accessible parking

Corcoran: Opposition to removal of parking lot 06-202

6/20/2016 Bird Martha survey 8 parking Corcoran opposition do not remove parking lot Corcoran: Opposition to removal of parking lot 06-202

6/20/2016 Bird Martha survey 8 courts Corcoran opposition do not get rid of tennis court
Corcoran: Opposition to removal of tennis 

court
06-203

7/14/2016 Edwards Sarah survey 73 fields Corcoran suggestion Consider developing the field space for a premier soccer field. Corcoran: Suggestion for premier field 06-204

6/20/2016 Bird Martha survey 8 courts Corcoran support Thank you for not having basketball courts
Corcoran: Support for not including basketball 

courts in plan
06-401

6/20/2016 Bird Martha survey 8 landscape Corcoran concern with fruit trees: kids may throw fruit at houses, rotting fruit smell Corcoran: Concern about urban agriculture 06-501

6/23/2016 Barb survey 23 landscape Currie suggestion

more native plantings (grasses/flowers), especially where they 

won't be trampled by running children. Plants that will benefit 

bees, butterflies, and birds. Ex: milkweed

Currie: Suggestion for more naturalized 

plantings
07-101

6/23/2016 Barb survey 23 landscape Currie support natural grasses to be planted
Currie: Suggestion for more naturalized 

plantings
07-101

6/28/2016 Bentley survey 28 other facilities Currie concern
walking track around the fields, gets a lot of use and should 

remain a complete walkway around the fields

Currie: Opposition to reducing length of 

walking loop
07-201

6/23/2016 Barb survey 23 landscape Currie concern
doesn't like losing green space, but understands that courts are 

important for having outdoor spaces for people to enjoy
Currie: Concern for losing green space 07-301

8/1/2016 Burhan survey: printed Currie suggestion wants swimming pool Currie: Suggestion for swimming pool 07-302
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6/28/2016 Bentley survey 28 courts Currie support adding more basketball courts Currie: Support for basketball courts 07-401

8/1/2016 Abdi survey: printed Currie support
Wants to change current basketball because it is poorly built, and 

would like full court
Currie: Support for basketball courts 07-401

8/1/2016 Dahir Abdulahi survey: printed Currie support there needs to be a bigger basketball court Currie: Support for basketball courts 07-401

8/1/2016 Burhan survey: printed Currie support full court basketball Currie: Support for basketball courts 07-401

8/1/2016 Farah Nadirah Habiib survey: printed Currie support need new basketball court and nets Currie: Support for basketball courts 07-401

8/1/2016 Jama name illegible survey: printed Currie support support for basketball court Currie: Support for basketball courts 07-401

8/1/2016 Abdulkadir Zakaria survey: printed Currie support likes regular full court basketball Currie: Support for basketball courts 07-401

8/1/2016 name illegible survey: printed Currie suggestion fix the basketball court Currie: Support for basketball courts 07-401

8/1/2016 Abdulkadir Zakaria survey: printed Currie suggestion wants a football field Currie: Support for premier field 07-402

8/1/2016 Dahir Abdulahi survey: printed Currie support more restrooms Currie: Support for restroom building 07-403

8/1/2016 Burhan survey: printed Currie suggestion newer bathrooms/washing room/storage room Currie: Support for restroom building 07-403

8/1/2016 Abdulkadir Zakaria survey: printed Currie suggestion we need new clean bathrooms Currie: Support for restroom building 07-403

6/23/2016 Jamie survey 24 fields Currie support soccer fields - well used Currie: Support for soccer fields 07-404

6/28/2016 Bentley survey 28 fields Currie support doubling soccer field space Currie: Support for soccer fields 07-404

6/28/2016 Bentley survey 28 aquatics Currie support replacing pool with splash pad Currie: Support for splash pad 07-405

8/1/2016 Burhan survey: printed Currie support sports dome Currie: Support for sports dome 07-406

8/1/2016 Jama name illegible survey: printed Currie suggestion tennos court needs a roof because of proximity to highway Currie: Support for sports dome 07-406

8/1/2016 Brittany survey: printed Currie support Currie Park looks awesome Currie: Support for the plan 07-407

8/1/2016 Kaami survey: printed Currie suggestion make everything better Currie: Support for the plan 07-407

8/1/2016 Farah Nadirah Habiib survey: printed Currie support I like it a lot Currie: Support for the plan 07-407

6/23/2016 Jamie survey 24 landscape Currie support community agriculture would serve community well Currie: Support for urban agriculture 07-408

8/1/2016 Burhan survey: printed Currie support urban agriculture area Currie: Support for urban agriculture 07-408

6/23/2016 Barb survey 23 general Currie support very nice park with good and accessible walking paths Currie: Support for walking path 07-409

8/1/2016 Robert survey 196 general Diamond Lake concern
Wished Diamond Lake could have been more accessible and 

usable for all

Diamond Lake: Concern park is not accessible 

to all
08-201

7/18/2016 Sarah survey 102 paths Diamond Lake concern

What does "safety concerns" mean regarding having the path all 

the way around?  Doesn't make sense and path should go all the 

way around

Diamond Lake: Suggestion to extend path all 

the way around lake
08-202

7/30/2016 Julianne Jae survey 168 water quality Diamond Lake support Support for cleaning Diamond Lake
Diamond Lake: Support for environmental 

clean-up
08-401

7/8/2016 Oltmans David survey 48 landscape Diamond Lake suggestion
make sure that there is a lake management plan for long term 

preservation

Diamond Lake: Support for lake management 

plan
08-402

6/21/2016 Kelley Tony e-mail general Diamond Lake support
Support for current plan, especially expansion of boardwalks on 

Portland side
Diamond Lake: Support for the plan 08-403

7/8/2016 Oltmans David survey 48 Diamond Lake support helps protect natural resources and increases accessibility Diamond Lake: Support for the plan 08-403

6/20/2016 Saylor Kristen survey 5 aquatics Hiawatha School suggestion
recommends keeping wading pool near front door for safety and 

visibility

Hiawatha School: Suggestion to modify 

arrangement of facilities
10-101

6/20/2016 Saylor Kristen survey 5 courts Hiawatha School opposition wants basketball courts to remain by playground
Hiawatha School: Suggestion to modify 

arrangement of facilities
10-101

6/20/2016 Saylor Kristen survey 5 aquatics Hiawatha School opposition do not want wading pool in planned location
Hiawatha School: Suggestion to modify 

arrangement of facilities
10-101

6/20/2016 Saylor Kristen survey 5 Hiawatha School suggestion
recommends keeping different age play grounds near each other 

for easy visibility for parents

Hiawatha School: Suggestion to modify 

arrangement of facilities
10-101

8/1/2016 Shirley survey: printed courts Hiawatha School suggestion
the basketball should remain where it is, so that the open field 

south of it can be used for sports

Hiawatha School: Suggestion to modify 

arrangement of facilities
10-101
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